THE ADDITIVE GROUPS OF SUBDIRECTLY IRREDUCIBLE RINGS II SHALOM FEIGELSTOCK
The classification of strongly subdirectly irreducible rings, which was begun in a previous paper, is completed by showing that a mixed group G is strongly subdirectly irreducible if and only if C~ Z(p ) © H , H a rank one, p-divisible, torsion free nil group.
I.
In [7] the strongly subdirectly irreducible torsion, and torsion free groups were classified. The following necessary condition was obtained for a mixed group to be strongly subdirectly irreducible [7, The object of this short note is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a mixed group to be strongly subdirectly irreducible, and so complete the classification of the strongly subdirectly irreducible groups.
II.
THEOREM B. Let G be a mixed group. G is strongly subdirectly irreducible if and only -if G ~ Z(p ) © H , H a rank one,
p-divisible, torsion free nil group. 
